the 'hidden land' of Pachakshiri is located at an altitude of approximately 1900m in the north-western corner of West siang district of arunachal -tain ranges, the damchen la (Tib. dam can la) to the northeast and the shinjong la (Tib. Zhing skyongs la) to the southwest. Memba settlements are located mainly along the sunnier northern bank of the yargyab Chu (Tib. yar rgyab chu) river and are composed of various clusters are nowadays applied by the state, among themselves Memba villagers still use the individual house cluster names to identify their place of residence or birth.
although Memba territory fell south of the 1914 McMahon line that was agreed in principle and represented upon both British and Tibetan maps, the administrative power of the British colonial government in india never reached as far as Pachakshiri prior to 1947. in 1951, the local inhabitants with the name Memba. at that time, according to all local accounts, the valley dwellers referred to themselves as either the nänang (Tib. gnas nang) or Pachakshiriba (Tib. sBas chags shing ri ba). While Pachakshiriba simply means 'one from Pachakshiri', nänang can mean something like 'inside (Tib. nang) the holy place (Tib. gnas)', regardless of meaning or the connotations which the generic Tibetan term Memba (i.e., a phonetic variant of Tib. Mon pa) carries (see below), referent for a population under new administration. The name for the new administrative centre, and the entire region, was adopted from the at upon initially entering the valley. Up until the mid-1950s, the Memba continued to pay taxes to the lhasa-based, Tibetan aristocratic lhalu (Tib. lHa klu) family who held the area as an estate, 4 and such payments were made via the administration of the adjacent Tibetan district of gacha (Tib. sgar chags) to the north. The Memba had extensive trade relations with both the neighbouring Tibeto-Burman-speaking highland societies to the south and Tibetans to the north, and acted to some extent as intermediaries between them. With the development of indian administration in their region, Memba relations with Tibet declined sigMechukha subdivision was declared autonomous with its headquarters in Mechukha township. its population of approximately 10,000 persons 5 the Memba make up at least one quarter. 6 The Memba act as an exogamous, polygynous society in relation to other Tibetan Buddhist societies but are endogamous in relation to non-Buddhists. arranged marriages are common. However, these traditions are all in transition among the younger generation. a range of features, including 'primitive' traits, geographical isolation, distinct culture, shyness of contact with outside agents, and economic 'backwardness' were all used by the indian state to classify local 4 Both shing sdong 1988:67 and bde rab Tshe rdor 1988:73 mention that Pachakshiri belonged to the 12th dalai lama's paternal family and was later assigned to lhalu. 5 see Statistical Handbook of West Siang District -2005 along, West siang district. 6 There is no precise population data available for the Memba of Mechukha. The numbers 2000 Memba who are entitled to vote, and to these must be added an unknown number of as along and itanagar.
paid little or no attention whatsoever to the self-perceptions of these groups. The entries on the Memba in several encyclopaedias published in india are indicative of this, and repeat more or less the same short assertions made about language, migration, group or clan division, eating habits, marriage customs, major festivals and relation to neighbouring tribes or the Tibetans to the north. 7 studies, and no critical and comparative analysis of the available reliable data, has led to the assumption in india that there are two populations living in separate places who together constitute Memba society, that is, the Memba of Mechukha and the Memba of the region of Pemakö (Tib. Padma bkod) which is some 100 km to the northeast in the upper label the populations of both areas with the common name Memba.
8
Published studies by indian scholars 9 who focus only upon the Memba of Mechukha, fail to make any clear distinction between them and the population in Pemakö. in what follows, i will give a preliminary argument for the existence of two different societies in Mechukha and Pemakö based largely upon their migration histories. Further research in details of what i will set forth below.
the memba of mechukha and Pemakö
The places where the Memba of arunachal Pradesh settled are Mechukha valley in the north-western corner of West siang district and the area around Tuting (Tib. Tu lding) and geling (Tib. dge gling, or dge ring), which is also known as Pemakö, in the north of Upper siang district. in Tibetan societies in general, place of residence is almost with this in mind we can note that Memba is not an autonym used by either the Mechukha or Pemakö populations. They refer to themselves as Pachakshiriba and Pemaköpa respectively. The name Memba 10 is actually a phonetic variant of the generic Tibetan ethnonym Mönpa (Tib. Mon pa), which simply means "one from Mön", and which is widely used to designate very different societies and groups across time and space.
11 The name has often been associated with the notion of being non-Buddhist, in the sense of lacking the high culture or civilisation associated with Buddhism by Tibetan elites and thus it carries the strong connotation of 'barbarian'. Mönpa has frequently been applied to different groups living on the southern and south-eastern slopes of the Himalaya, especially in parts of eastern Bhutan and the neighbouring West Kameng district-including Tawang, dirang and Kalaktang-of present-day arunachal Pradesh. even though these 'Mönpa' groups were, in the course of their history, converted (Tib. 'dul ba) to and at least onto the scale of 'civilisation'-from the central Tibetan point of view they often appear to have never been fully included in what was considered to be the properly civilised world.
When nem singh, one of the 'Pandit' explorer-spies in the employ of the British colonial government of india, visited the Tibetan areas of Orong and gacha just north of Pachakshiri in 1878/79, he reported of the people visiting there from the south that, "They are called Mönbas by the Tibetans, who give the same name to the lepchas of sikkim.
[…] They call themselves Pachakshiriba." 12 in more recent times, among themselves the people of Pachakshiri rather prefer to call themselves nänang, as do neighbouring Tibetan communities: "The people from Molo, Orong and gacha call us nänang. some from lhasa call us Pachakshiri. some call us Mijim Thangba or Tsari Mijim Thangba. The other tribal people call us Memba or nyema. This is lopa language." 13 -tions within these local designations, and it seems that the further the place the more precise is the usage of the toponym. For example, Tsari Mijim Thangba (Tib. Tsa ri Mi khyim bdun ba) is the name of a village in the very south of the Tsari region to the west.
14 But the closer the place, for instance Orong, gacha and Molo which all belonged to the same former Tibetan administrative district as Pachakshiri, the less it seems necessary to use the exact location as reference. instead characteristics of the place such as its perceived sacredness as a holy place or nä (Tib. gnas) are favored. Central Tibetans collectively labeled another group inhabiting the same region as lopa (Tib. Klo pa), which emphatically 11 see Pommaret 1999 , aris 1979 and Bellezza 2008 means 'barbarian'. 15 This blanket designation covers all non-Buddhist populations in the southeastern Himalaya whom the Tibetans characterise as savage or wild, living in the jungle in a hostile and untamed environment, and as subsisting on hunting wild animals and gathering wild plants. The so-called 'lopa' who are neighbours of the Pachakshiriba describe the latter as nyema, a variation of the ethnonym (also nyime or nyimak) which is commonly in use by various Tani-speaking hill peoples throughout central arunachal to refer to 'Tibetans' and 'Tibet' to the north more generally. 16 But they also adopted the generic Tibetan term Mönpa or Memba to designate their Buddhist neighbours. it is probably this fact, and the acquisition by different generations of outside explorers and administrators of this identity referent from neighbour-'Memba' society in two different locations.
even though most of the early western explorers to visit the far eastern Himalaya and the British colonial administration knew of the local autonyms that different hill communities used to identify themselves, they frequently did not take these into account in their descriptions and region in 1913, stated that he adopted the name Memba for the people in Pemakö from the neighbouring non-Buddhist Tangam tribe. He also noted that these same Memba were to be found in Bhutan and were settled in Pemakö at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
17 similarly, many of the other neighbouring non-Buddhist tribes use the term Memba, although they have their own word, Mimat, 18 to collectively label the Buddhist populations who " […] live close to the snow-line, dress in skins, and are spoken of by the abors with disgust and contempt", as arthur Bentinck reported. 19 indeed, the common use by non-Buddhist tribes of the terms Mönpa or Memba to label their Buddhist neighbours seems to be a reaction to the degrading Tibetan term lopa being applied to themselves. Concerning the migration history of the Buddhist population of Pemakö whom outsiders like the Tangam and dunbar labelled as Memba, we know from Frederick Marshman Bailey that: 15 For some further elaborations on the term lopa, see Huber 2011 , Huber 1999 :179-81, Huber 1997 1915:211 . With the help of nem singh's statement, some of these places might be tentatively sangyeling in the immediate vicinity, Zemithang, Tsona, Ongbagang (yum bu bla mkhar),ye gongmo Khangsar or agom Khangsar (e yul, gong khang gsar), lhagyari (lHa rgya ri), dakpnang (dwags po nang rdzong) and lelung.
themselves, but those we met could all speak good Kongpo Tibetan."
23
One of the prominent clans in Mechukha is naksang, and according to their migration narrative they came from Urgyeling and sangyeling near Tawang via Kharteng, lumla, Zemithang and Tsona, 24 and from there onwards were accompanied by the Tsona clan which was on pilgrimPachakshiri, and their 'Mönpa' language from the Tawang area would not have been well understood in the region. indeed, nem singh reported that at Orong just to the north an interpreter was kept for those who visited from Pachakshiri. 25 The language of the naksang migrants was also not understood by the other clans of Pachakshiri and is almost lost nowadays. Thus, contemporary informants report that "The people of Molo and gacha speak the same language as we do. at lhasa they speak a little different but we understand each other."
26 This is because the common dialect in Mechukha nowadays is that of the adjacent Tibetan region of Kongpo, as are the local dress and hairstyle. in fact, in 1913 Frederick Marshman Bailey observed that "they wear Tibetan clothes except for their foot-gear […] . They do their hair in two queues in the Kongpo fashion; the Mönbas of Pemakö as well as those of Mönyul […] cut their hair short."
27
The presumed migration from parts of Bhutan and Tawang at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the languages from that same region spoken by most of these migrants, has led to the assumption that 23 Bailey 1914:18. 24 Urgyeling and sangyeling are about 3 km south of Tawang monastery. Kharteng and lumla are further to the south-west of Tawang, while Zemithang is to the north-west and Tsona to the north. 25 the inhabitants of Mechukha and Pemakö are all the same people only from the south uncritically adopted the generic term Memba which they heard from neighbouring communities and then transformed it into a tribal label. seemingly trivial statements on clothing and hairstyle in earlier reports, and the known local autonyms and ethnonyms, were not seriously considered or they were neglected, and further research by independent anthropologists had not taken place until my own study thus used to classify local populations, and despite many differences between some communities, they were nevertheless grouped together in order to administer and incorporate these societies into the modern indian nation state. Thus, the peoples of Pachakshiri and Pemakö were listed by the indian administration as one tribe, the Memba, during the 1950s, and went on to share the same fate as other independent societies in arunachal Pradesh, even though they themselves have a clear idea where they come from, who they are and who they are not.
the idea of Beyül -'hidden lands'
Unlike other tribes in arunachal Pradesh, the Memba of Mechukha do not have a single narration explaining their migration process or route to Pachakshiri, although we can reconstruct it to a certain point using other sources. rather, of much larger importance for the Memba sense of origin and identity is a narrative about the exploration of the 'hidden land' of Pachakshiri and its transformation into a habitable place. according to later Tibetan historiographies, Buddhism was estabof Padmasambhava, and this beginning is closely associated with the construction of the samye monastery by emperor Trisong detsan. The Memba are followers of the nyingmapa tradition of Tibetan Buddhism, a movement which places particular emphasis upon the narratives relate Padmasambhava concealing several valleys as 'hidden lands' or beyül (Tib. sbas yul) on the southern slopes of the Himalaya during his journey to Tibet. There are written Tibetan texts that describe routes to these beyül, and the means by which such places will be discovered and opened in the future, a task only to be undertaken by accomplished Buddhist masters. The hidden lands were meant to be sanctuaries in times of chaos and disorder where people from every strata of Tibetan the legitimate ruler to preserve moral and political values. 28 Beyül are not only a refuge; they are also places of Buddhist realisation, where advanced practitioners gain greater insight for their own and others' situated right at the border between the civilised Tibetan world and the uncivilised tribal world, these places not only have to be discovered, they also have to be opened and transformed into a suitable and fertile territory to shelter a certain number of people. as it is represented in the Tibetan texts, this opening and transformation phase has to be read as a civilising process. a powerful master has to subdue all local deities and non-human forces and bind them by oath to protect Buddhism, the religious system that must be introduced to the local non-civilised population who may already be inhabiting the place. This notion of an ideal society that re-establishes law and order in a predetermined land and which preserves and protects moral and religious values is an important part of Memba identity, and in particular one used for drawing distinctions with their tribal neighbours. For instance, one local narrative has it that all those who now live in the region were once without a written script and a religion, but they all received these from Tibetan Buddhist lamas. The Memba wrote the religious teaching down upon stones, while their 'lopa' neighbours wrote them down on animal skins. One day the lopa got very hungry, but there was no food left. They boiled the skins and ate them, and so both script and religion were lost. Thus, the Memba consider themselves superior to the neighbouring tribes since they are the sole inhabitants of the region with an indigenous script, an organised religion, and therefore a 'civilised culture'.
written accounts of Pachakshiri's establishment Being literate, the Memba have two textual sources 29 relating aspects of Pachakshiri as a beyül and how it came to be inhabited. One of these 28 On the concept of Tibetan Buddhist hidden lands, see Childs 1999, and Childs in this volume. 29 according to Memba informants, both of these texts (see the details given below and in the Bibliography) were taken by the Chinese in 1962. However, according to Tibetan refugees who dwelt in Mechukha for some years, the texts were voluntarily delivered to the Chinese at the time, as a kind of symbolic gesture towards the possible new ruling power in the area. 30 This text is only known to a few religious specialists in Mechukha, and it is not used in ritual performances or daily life. To fully understand it, one has to have advanced knowledge of particular religious traditions.
The second written account belongs to the "regulations for public guidance" (Tib. bca' yig) genre, and is in the form of a long, handwritten scroll without title. 34 the discovery of Pachakshiri, its opening and the migration process, and names the religious masters and others involved. The numerous spelling and grammatical errors and fragmentary sentences due to physical 30 The Memba themselves refer to the text as gnas yig, even though its written title includes the word lam yig; see the Bibliography for details. Thanks to Matthew akester who translated it.
31 Bdud 'joms rtsal kyis kong gi rke tshal phug pa nas ston pa'o. Treating this name as an abbreviated form, there are two immediate possibilities as for his identity: bdud 'joms rol pa rtsal (born nineteenth cent.); or bdud 'joms gling pa , whose secret initiatory will be necessary. 32 Pachakshiri is in fact one of the minor and less well-known Himalayan beyül, for which no other Tibetan language guidebook-style text has currently come to light, to my present knowledge. 33 This element is spelled lcags (meaning 'iron') on the title page, and is typical of the variation in spelling of the whole name in different sources. 34 This scroll of local handmade paper is approximately 3m long and 40cm wide. When i recorded it, it was in poor condition with its upper part and margins torn. it is in the possession of the gompa secretary, P.C. Kigar. i am grateful to Tsewang norbu who worked through the text with me.
parts even impossible. The following passage is thus a summary focusing on data that help illustrate the text's particular version of the migration process. The text begins with a description of a past era when religion in Tibet declined and epidemics occurred. Then: via samgarong to Pemajeling, 35 where he stayed in meditation for some time. later, lama lodre gyamtsho went on pilgrimage to the sogyal cave where he had many extraordinary visions and was able to stay in meditation for almost eight years. after that he went to Par, and together with rumdo abo and others he went on pilgrimage. But something caused them great fear, so they couldn't proceed further and had to stop. There was the question of whether the time for the countless beyüls has arrived or [lodre gyamtso], with all my responsibility, were to declare the place as a beyül, a holy place where people will settle and build roads?" rumdo abo, Tsetan norbu […] and i, together with 40 labourers, took off for pilgrimage. drubchen Chözang namgyal and Changchü lingpa wanted to stay there during winter and build a stupa at dechen [thang] 36 to cast out all evil from that region. Two lamas and ten other people stayed near Pemajeling. in the Wood dragon year (=1724/25), the samye Chökyong told me to invite Tagsham Chogtrül on the tenth day of the Monkey Month. everything was arranged, but he was not able to come. rumdo abo and Tsetan norbu, together with 20 labourers, were sent to the west entrance via Pälungthang 37 for the construction of roads. norbu constructed the norbu, accompanied by 50 labourers, came to construct roads. again in the Fire sheep year (=1727/28), people constructed and repaired roads as well as bridges. in the earth Monkey year (=1728/29), Menchu lama, Tashi dorje and 20 labourers came and their work was successful. in the earth Bird year (=1729/30), the great government gave the order to the people of Tsegang and Tongshongog, that whatever labour would be necessary should be provided. already prior to the Water Hare year (=1723/24), it was evident that the place was special. irrespective of the subjects, all necessary things and favourable conditions should be provided for this pilgrimage site. This is how the place was inhabited.
This section gives us some clear indications of a migration process being carried out in successive waves headed by accomplished Buddhist masters and rooted in the local landscape of the valley whose names and features are still current today. The climax of this migration must 35 36 The largest stupa of the valley is near the village dechenthang. 37 The village of Pälungthang is on the northern side of the lola pass.
have been under the guidance of lama lodre gyamtso. according to the scroll's colophon, it was in fact he who wrote the text in the iron Pig year (=1731/32) of the twelfth sixty-year cycle. 38 Within a period of about seven years the place was explored and transformed by groups who carried out labour service. several persons from these groups remained in Pachakshiri, without returning to their native places. after constructing the necessary infrastructure, religious buildings were established movement of labour groups implies that a part of the migrants came from places not too far away from Pachakshiri, probably places to the north across the mountains within the former Tibetan administrative district of gacha. if the text is to be believed, this migration during the third decade of the eighteenth century would have been about a century earlier than the migration of Mönpa reported by Frederick Marshman Bailey and nem singh. any Mönpa coming from the greater Tawang region with this later migration must have become almost completely assimilated, or that age in Mechukha who still speak a Mönpa language from the west. We could assume that they only ever formed a minor part of the total Pachakshiriba community. interestingly, their tradition of migration from the west, while absent from the written texts, forms an important part of the oral migration tradition, as we will see below.
Following the section on exploration and settlement of Pachakshiri that we have summarised above, the text of the scroll comments on correct moral and religious behaviour, the relationship between the king and his subjects, and the establishment of law and social and religious order. it also gives directions how the society should deal with newPachakshiribas' rights as the chosen community, those who have been assigned to preserve and protect the standards of an ideal society in not occur overtly in the oral tradition but is present as a kind of subtext.
oral accounts of Pachakshiri's establishment local oral narratives of origins and migration found among many nonBuddhist highland societies of arunachal Pradesh often begin by relating 38 The colophon goes on to mention that the text was later completed by sonam gelek rabtan lhawang in the earth Horse year of the twelfth sixty-year cycle (=1738/39). their descent from the sky, or the creation of a place where life starts to and migration, and so on. 39 Memba oral narratives of migration, on the other hand, closely resemble the Tibetan literary genre of guidebooks to holy places. They are descriptions of the religious geography of a holy place and function as an aid for pilgrims, and therefore enjoy great popularity. They not only provide interesting and useful information but also emphasise and revitalise events of religious and historical import and articulate them with local landscapes so that pilgrims can participate in the epic past and its sacred traces in various ways. guidebooks are rarely if ever read or heard in their entirety but function rather more as occasions or at particular places, and their content is very often elaborated by additional oral stories at such sites. Whenever Memba saw my informant P.C. Kigar and me at some holy site around the Pachakshiri valley, be it during a pilgrimage or just while travelling past en route to their villages, they quickly rushed over to listen to the stories and explanations being expounded. 40 the Pachakshiri valley during each twelve-month period.
41 These pilgrimages are organised by the gompa Committee, 42 with the involvement of volunteers providing refreshments for the public at the beginning of each pilgrimage and also preparing the sites where rituals will be performed during the journey. at the different holy sites on any pilgrimage route, the events believed to have happened in the past are recalled there by presenting prayers and offerings. The story of the exploration and transformation of Pachakshiri into an inhabited place is not usually a part of ritual performances or found in daily life among the Memba. Only a few people like lamas or lay persons with strong interests in local history and religion are familiar with the details of the story. Therefore, 39 For example, see the discussion of narratives of origins and migration among the Mra by Huber 2010, and the apatani by Blackburn 2003 Blackburn /2004 , as well as the chapters by Blackburn, Huber and aisher in this volume.
40 P.C. Kigar is one of the most knowledgeable persons regarding the religious life of the Memba community. as gompa secretary, he represents approximately 50 religious specialists called lama, and is involved in almost all decisions concerning the religious, social or political life of the community. 41 day of the eighth month. 42 The gompa Committee consists of eight elected members from the Memba community.
the annual pilgrimages are most welcome occasions since they offer opportunities to refresh former knowledge of the story or to add new details to it. it appears that nobody, aside from a few specialists, feels the need to be familiar with all the details or the chronological order of is the overall idea of establishing themselves and living as the chosen people in a beyül, a special type of holy valley surrounded by hostile, non-Buddhist tribal neighbours. Oral traditions are inherently dynamic, and they are often crafted according to the needs and circumstances of the present context of of the story of Pachakshiri as a 'hidden land' of Memba settlement. The following is a version of the Memba oral story, one with a particular ease of access. against the spectre of potential territorial competition, the story functions as proof of the more ancient claims of the Memba to have been the original migrants into, and settlers of, the valley:
On his way back to india, Padmasambhava placed hidden treasures in all places such as Tawang, Bomdila and Tuting that he had visited earlier, and told his disciples that it would be important to have a holy place in Pachakshiri. One lama from Kham, Kathog lama sogyal rinpoche, visited Pachakshiri and opened the place. He meditated at Pemajeling for many years. it is a part of Tsari. 43 That is why the place is also called Tsari nänang ["Within the holy place of Tsari"]. On his way back to Tibet, he told many people about the place. later, gyalpo yeshe dorje 44 came to the region to open a new holy place. When he reached Tsari Chözam, he opened up a new pilgrimage. after his return to Tibet, he instructed lama lodre gyamtso and Thangtong gyalpo 45 to go to Pachakshiri. Both took different routes to enter the "hidden land". Thangtong gyalpo crossed the dom la in the Manigong area and lama lodre gyamtso crossed the lo la into Pachakshiri. They went down following respectively the rivers of each area and were supposed to meet downstream at Tato, the conjunction of the two rivers. lama lodre gyamtso was not able to proceed further and after hiding his key inside a rock at Künse lhakhang, which will enable other lamas in future to open further holy places, he went back and stopped at Karte where he met Thangtong gyalpo. Together they built and consecrated a stupa. at Karte we can see the footprints of lama lodre gyamtso, his dog and horse. Thangtong gyalpo was not successful in his mission to convert the people of the Manigong area to Buddhism and lama lodre gyamtso only reached up to Künse lhakhang. That is the reason why the lopa don't believe in Buddhism. Up to Künse lhakhang the area belongs to Tibet. On the way back to Tibet both lamas stopped at Pemajeling and from there lama lodre gyamtso went to lhalung. He saw that the place was not suitable to settle at. He put his walking stick made of grew into a tree and is still to be seen there. He also constructed a Chörten He designated yabme Pawo dorje as his successor. The king of gacha in Kongpo had a daughter who was very ugly and no one wanted to marry her. But suddenly she got pregnant and people were gossiping about how this could have happened. she delivered a son. When the boy reached the age of two years he went to the king and said, "don't accuse my mother of sex before marriage, i'm without father and my name is yabme 46 Pawo dorje."
43 For a comprehensive study on Tsari, see Huber 1999. 44 Tsari; see Huber 1999:63-6. Kyewo and gyalpo are phonetically very similar and could be variants.
45 46 yab med in Tibetan literally means "fatherless".
By the age of 17, he left for Tsari accompanied by many other people. after crossing the Tsari Chu river and lo la pass he came to Pachakshiri. He opened many new holy sites. He discovered do Pemakö, the 'map-stone' of Tsari region that was made by the Buddha himself and actually belongs to Tsari, although nobody knows how it came to Pachakshiri. There is another stone called shinjong saptra, which is a map of Pachakshiri. lamas who, by means of their power as accomplished Buddhist masters, Beyül hidden at Künse lhakhang promises the option of expansion to the south in a future time.
it might be possible to throw some additional light upon aspects of the migration of the Memba by identifying several historical lamas namely lama lodre gyamtso and Tertön Chöje lingpa. Because of his founding deeds in the narrative, lama lodre gyamtso has a primary identity of lama lodre gyamtso, they answer that he was the Merag lama and founder of the Tawang monastery in Mönyul to the west. in some accounts, Merag lama and his disciples are forced to leave their religious properties in northeast Bhutan, and retreat to the Tawang area where they establish their new monastery.
47
Memba traditions about earlier migrants to Pachakshiri coming from the up the famous rongkor pilgrimage route at Tsari, not far to the west of to a murder. 48 He is of interest because Tsari is clearly assimilated to Pachakshiri in the beginning of the Memba narrative, and his role at both Tsari and Pachakshiri were essentially the same: a lama who ventures down into a wild valley south of the Himalayan divide where the lopa live and who successfully traverses and opens the area for others to come in and consolidate. Beyond any speculations about his exact identity, we note that tradition places both lodre gyamtso candidates as being active sometime between the 1640s and the beginning of the eighteenth century and thus contradicts the claim in the text that he was a contemporary of -is Chöje lingpa, who was active around the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Various sources place his activities at the three Tibetan Buddhist sanctuaries that extend south of the Himalayas in the eastern zone, namely Tsari, Pachakshiri and Pemakö, all of which are -ners and schools of Tibetan Buddhism. some sources have it that Chöje lingpa went to Pemakö during the dzungar invasion of Central Tibet in 1717, where he eventually converted local lopa to Buddhism. 49 We currently lack adequate historical support to be certain about the 47 The Merag lama, lodre gyamtso, born at Berkhar village near Tawang, was a contemporary of the Fifth dalai lama (1617-1682), and also of the Zhabdrung ngawang lama nagseng (Bla ma nag seng) of Merag mentioned in an important Bhutanese historical document dating from the second half of the seventeenth century; see aris 1997:18-19, aris 1986:99-101, 107, 119, n.36, sarkar 2006:7-12. 48 see Huber 1999:155. 49 lazcano 2005:47 writes of Chöje lingpa: "in 1717, in the middle of the invasion of lhasa by the dzungar Mongols, he headed for Padma bkod by way of sPo yul, where he passed on his teachings to the Klo pa and converted many of them." a small statue of Chöje lingpa exists in the old monastery in Mechukha valley and is said to have miraculously survived two destructions of the site.
ures are consistent on two points. Firstly, they are all connected, in one way or another, with the idea of taking refuge and founding new religious communities and institutions in marginal places south of the main eastern Himalayan watershed. secondly, they suggest migration into Pachakshiri may be dated to the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century.
the social life of origin and migration stories as i pointed out above, texts in the form of guidebooks provide useful information for pilgrims who are unfamiliar with the holy places they visit. But this doesn't really apply to the Memba who are all familiar with their whole valley and its religious aspects. We have to ask why the oral tradition about origin and migration into Pachakshiri is still a vibrant part of contemporary life in the Memba community?
One answer to the above question is that, in spite of Memba stories about cultural superiority due to their possession of a script that their southern neighbours lack, there is a real absence of proper literacy in Tibetan. awareness of this, especially on the part of a few literate persons who function as local 'cultural experts', makes the transmission of oral traditions more acutely important for the sake of maintaining the past as a viable resource for the community. storytelling also is still a much appreciated form of entertainment, as i witnessed when out in the valley with older, knowledgeable persons who could tell stories about the Pachakshiriba's history to younger, enthusiastic hearers who were
The on-going negotiation of local and external identities is also associated with oral stories about Pachakshiri's past. This is partly in terms of statements of self-consciousness and distinctiveness towards Tibetans, whom the Memba feel have always looked down upon them to some degree as dwellers in a border zone between civilised and uncivilised worlds. The Memba do not think of themselves as the people who, according to the label Mönpa, were subjugated and converted to Buddhism. They are rather the chosen people who, despite their diverse origins, form a new and ideal society within which threatened religion will be preserved. This is only one component of a much more complex, and often also positive, identity relationship with Tibetans today. 50 Closer 50 from the support of the Tibetan government-in-exile. For example, there are quotas for to home, the oral traditions are a statement of superiority over the neighbouring non-Buddhist groups and of local rights in relation to outsiders. They act as a resource against potential territorial bids by neighbouring communities who claim to have been originally settled in Pachakshiri during earlier times before integration by the modern indian state. Thus, -tures in the landscape such as foot prints, meditation caves or religious monuments, are revitalised by the oral tradition and also now by new pilgrimage processions associated with them. Furthermore, Mechukha has become the site of a very large indian military facility, which has also brought with it certain religious claims over Memba sites within the valley. Memba students to attend Tibetan exile schools and monasteries in india. during the Chinese to india and proclaimed themselves to be refugees.
51 after 1987, a gurudwara was established there by the sikhs serving in the indian army. The meditation cave called Pemashelphug were Padmasambhava once meditated, now also houses an image of guru nanak. The surroundings of the place are well maintained by the sikhs, and the cave is strikingly advertised with a local notice board, and also in publications as a meditation place of guru nanak. see also 
